Abstract. A binary Gray code on n bits induces a graph with vertex set f1; 2; : : : ; ng in the following way: connect i and j exactly when bit positions i and j change consecutively at some point during the code. Little is known about which graphs occur as induced graphs of Gray codes. This paper o ers several partial results.
Introduction
An n-bit Gray code B = (b 1 ; b 2 ; : : : ; b N ), where N = 2 n , is a list of all the binary n-tuples such that consecutive n-tuples di er in only one bit. A Gray code is cyclic when the rst and last n-tuples also di er in exactly one bit. Gray codes are often viewed as Hamiltonian paths on the hypercube graph, whose vertices are the binary n-tuples and whose edges connect n-tuples di ering in one bit. Cyclic codes then correspond to Hamiltonian cycles. Two Gray codes are isomorphic when one is carried to the other by some isomorphism of the hypercube (these isomorphisms are generated by bit complementations and permutations of bit positions); if the codes are cyclic, we also allow cyclic shifts. The current work, however, examines a di erent method of associating graphs and Gray codes. When = (B), we say that generates the code B. Transition sequences determine Gray codes up to bit complementations. Because transition sequences of codes can be characterized simply, we can (and will) switch between codes and transition sequences when convenient. Proposition 1.1 (Gilbert 4] ). Let = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; N?1 ), where N = 2 n .
(1) generates an n-bit Gray code if and only if every contiguous subsequence k ; k+1 ; : : :; k+l contains some element of n] an odd number of times. We are now ready to de ne our objects of study. The graph G induced by an n-bit transition sequence has vertex set n] and edge set ff i ; i+1 g : i 2 N ? 1]g: Because i and j are adjacent only when i and j appear consecutively in , G is the smallest graph such that is a walk on the edges of G . Whenever a transition sequence = ( 1 ; : : :; N?1 ) generates a cyclic Gray code, Proposition 1.1 ensures that the cycle-closing transition N is uniquely determined by . Thus we can de ne G , the cyclic graph of , to be G , together with the edges f N?1 ; N g and f N ; 1 g. We write P n for the path on n vertices, C n for the cycle on n vertices, and K n for the complete graph on n vertices. Figure 1 shows the cyclic 4-bit code P 4 , its graph G P4 , and its cyclic graph G P4 . The code P 4 is a P 4 -code. (It's also a C 4 -code; indeed, it's a K 4 -code.) Although P 4 is cyclic and a P 4 -code, it is not a cyclic P 4 -code, because G P4 = C 4 . However, P 4 is a cyclic C 4 -code.
Question. For what graphs G does a G-code, or, better still, a cyclic G-code, exist?
This question, rst asked by Slater 10, 11] and investigated by Bultena that Gray codings of certain graphs may be useful: from any cyclic C n -code a particularly nice Hamiltonian cycle of the cube-connected-cycle graph can be constructed, allowing a simple traversal of the processors of certain parallel computers.
Gray codes are di cult to count or classify. The number h(n) of n-bit Gray codes grows rapidly. Guy 7] attributes to Moser the conjecture that h(n) should grow like (n=e) 2 n , but known upper and lower bounds on h(n) (see Silverman, Vickers, and Sampson 9], Douglas 3] , and Smith 13] ) are still far apart. Induced graphs are new invariants of Gray codes. Finding Gray codings of certain graphs may require new code constructions and thus might yield improved lower bounds on h(n); proving that certain graphs cannot be induced might lead to greater understanding of the possible structures of Gray codes, and perhaps to improved upper bounds.
Little is known about which graphs have Gray codings |so little that there are so far no comprehensive conjectures. Speci c evidence is di cult to obtain, as exhaustive searches are prohibitively long for graphs on as few as 8 vertices.
Because every bit must ip during a Gray code, any graph induced by a code must be connected. Thus trees, the edge-minimal connected graphs, are of particular interest. Furthermore, re ection, the key step in the standard construction of Gray codes, adds a leaf to the graph of a code. Both Slater 12] and Bultena and Ruskey 1] note that the standard re ected n-bit Gray code induces a simple tree |the star K 1;n?1 (one central vertex connected to n ? 1 leaves).
Another family of simple trees, the paths P n , behaves di erently. Paths with two or three vertices are stars and thus have Gray codings. Figure 1 shows a P 4 -code, from which P 5 -and P 6 -codes can be constructed (see Figure 5 ). However, Slater 11 ], Bultena and Ruskey 1], and the current authors have all veri ed computationally that no P 7 -code exists, and we all conjecture that no longer path has a Gray coding.
Some results are known for graphs outside these simple families. Slater 12] gives two families of diameter 4 trees with Gray codings. Bultena and Ruskey 1] construct ingenious cyclic Gray codings of all trees of diameter 4. They also catalogue the Gray-codability of all trees on 6 or fewer vertices and show that no tree of diameter 3 has a cyclic Gray code.
The current work makes progress in both the negative direction ( nding graphs without Gray codes) and the positive direction (constructing Gray codes that induce new graphs). Section 2 discusses the rst in nite family of trees that can be proved to have no Gray codings. These trees have diameter 3 and no vertices of degree 2.
Section 3 constructs supercomposite Gray codes by allowing cyclic shifts between steps of the standard re ective construction of n-bit Gray codes. Many supercomposite codes induce trees. All previously known classes of Gray-codable trees have bounded diameter; indeed, Bultena and Ruskey 1] conjecture that all trees with cyclic Gray codings have diameter 2 or 4. We construct supercomposite codes whose cyclic graphs are trees of arbitrarily large diameter, nd cyclic supercomposite Gray codings of all non-trivial grid graphs, and show that many trees |including paths with 7 or more vertices |do not have supercomposite Gray codings. Section 4 considers digraphs induced by Gray codes. We inductively construct a familyof cyclic Gray codes whose digraphs contain no bidirectional edges, answering a question posed in 1]. The smallest of these is a code on 6 bits found by computer search.
The concluding Section 5 catalogues the Gray codability of all graphs on 7 vertices. We also pose several new questions.
A Family of Trees Without Gray Codings
Although several small non-Gray-codable trees have been found, and long paths are strongly suspected to have no Gray codes, Theorem 2.1 gives the rst innite family of trees known to have no Gray codings. Figure 2 shows these trees, which super cially resemble the families known to have Gray codings in their small diameter and resulting profusion of leaves. Our argument, although developed independently 15], is a sharpening of the proof in 1] that no tree of diameter three has a cyclic Gray coding. That is, exactly two consecutive codewords have the same leaf setting. If 1; 2 or 2; 1 appears in (B), preceded and followed by leaves, there are three consecutive codewords with the same leaf setting. Call these subsequences crossings: they take the code from the leaves on one side of the tree to the leaves on the other side. Sequences of the forms 1; 2; 1 or 2; 1; 2, preceded and followed by leaves, yield four consecutive codewords with the same leaf setting.
There cannot be four or more consecutive transitions at the centers, because there cannot be ve or more codewords with the same leaf setting. When a leaf starts (or ends) the code, there is a single codeword whose leaf setting di ers from that of its successor (or predecessor). There can be at most two such segments, one at the beginning and one at the end of the code.
Whenever (B) contains a crossing, the resulting set of three codewords with the same leaf setting must be completed by a single codeword with that setting. Because isolated codewords can only occur at the ends of the code, there can be at most two crossings.
Assume rst that the center labeled 1 has degree two and that its other neighbor is the vertex 3.
If 3 were visited three or more times, there would be at least three crossings. If 3 were visited twice, then either there would be at least three crossings or both visits would occur at or adjacent to the ends of (B). In the latter case, at least N ? 4 codewords would have the same third entry. Because n 4, this is impossible. It is entirely possible that 3 is visited once ( Figure 1 shows such a code).
Because there are N=2 codewords with each parity in position 3, this visit must occur in the exact center of the code. Because there are two crossings, just before and just after 3 appears, (B) must start and end at leaves adjacent to 2. If B were a cyclic T-code, 3 would be adjacent to a leaf adjacent to 2| which it is not. Thus B cannot be a cyclic T-code.
When 1 and 2 both have degree at least three, it is not possible to obtain all possible leaf settings with only two crossings. Thus, no T-codes exist. Unfortunately, it seems di cult to extend this argument to larger graphs. What makes this family special is that the vertices can be partitioned into classes, all of which are small and poorly connected.
Supercomposite Gray Codes
Supercomposite Gray codes are all those can that can be built from the unique (up to isomorphism) 1-bit Gray code using two simple operations: shifts (of cyclic codes) and re ections. Re ecting a code adds a leaf to its graph; shifting before re ecting can change where the leaf is attached, but can also introduce a cycle or determine the position of the next leaf added. Despite these restrictions, we obtain Gray codings of many new graphs.
Counting the edges added and subtracted during construction reveals when supercomposite Gray codes induce trees. We nd supercomposite Gray codes of certain trees of arbitrarily large diameter. We also show that many trees, including paths on at least 7 vertices, do not have supercomposite Gray codings.
The term \supercomposite" is inspired by Gilbert 4] , who de ned \ultracom-posite" Gray codes by a similar inductive procedure. for any cyclic code B.
Shifting a cyclic Gray code changes little in its transition sequence. Indeed, the cyclic graph induced by a shifted code is identical to the cyclic graph of the original; shifts can, however, add or subtract edges in the (ordinary) induced graph of the code. Codes for which the induced graph is constant under shifts will be useful; we call them su cient. More precisely, a Gray code B is su cient if and only if B is cyclic and G S k (B) = G B for every k. Equivalently, a code B with Re ecting a code has the simple e ect of adding a leaf to its graph; shifting a re ected code can, however, add a second edge. Proposition 3.1 anatomizes these e ects and determines when a re ected code is su cient. We can now de ne S n , the collection of supercomposite n-bit Gray codes. The members of S 1 are the isomorphic 1-bit Gray codes (0; 1) and (1; 0). For n > 1, let S n = fS k (Rf(B)) : B 2 S n?1 ; k 2 Zg:
That is, S n contains all possible cyclic shifts of the re ections of codes in S n?1 . (In fact, S n contains all n-bit codes that can be constructed from (0; 1) by taking shifts and re ections.)
We call a transition sequence supercomposite when generates a supercomposite Gray code; one can build the sets (S n ) of supercomposite transition sequences by a parallel induction. Figure 3 shows the construction of some codes in S 1 through S 5 and their graphs. Notice that shifting insu cient codes can lead to cycles in the induced graphs.
Let B be a cyclic Gray code. Given an arbitrary vertex v of G B , one can always shift B so that v becomes the end transition; re ection then attaches a leaf adjacent to v. It is, however, not always possible to nd a shift for which the re ected code is su cient. Restricting to supercomposite Gray codings of trees allows a graphtheoretic characterization of the vertices for which this is possible |namely, all vertices of degree at least 2. Proposition 3.3. Let 2 (S n ), n 3, be a supercomposite Gray coding of a tree and let v be a vertex of G . The following are equivalent:
(1) The vertex v has degree at least 2. Proof. (1) ) (2): We use induction on n, the number of bits. For n = 3, we can check a listing of S 3 ; every element is isomorphic to a shift of R 3 . Now, x n > 3 and assume that for any 2 (S n ) which is a Gray coding of a tree and any vertex v of degree at least 2 in G , we can nd a k such that k?1 = k+1 = v. Let = ( 1 ; : : :; 2N?1 ) 2 (S n+1 ) be a Gray coding of a tree. Then, by the de nition of S n+1 , = S j (Rf( )) for some 2 S n and some j. We consider the three cases j 0 (mod 2N), j N (mod 2N), and j 6 0; N (mod 2N) separately. If = Rf( ), then Corollary 3.2 implies that is a supercomposite Gray coding of a tree and G consists of G with the leaf n + 1 attached to N?1 . Every vertex other than N?1 of degree at least 2 in G must also be of degree at least 2 in G .
Because j = j for 1 j N ? 1, the inductive hypothesis covers these vertices.
Furthermore, the sequence N?1 ; n + 1; N?1 appears in the center of = Rf( ). If = S N (Rf( )), then Corollary 3.2 implies that is a supercomposite Gray coding of a tree and G consists of G with the leaf n + 1 attached to 1 . Every vertex other than 1 of degree at least 2 in G must also be of degree at least 2 in G . Because N+j = j for 1 j N ? 1, the inductive hypothesis covers these vertices. Furthermore, the sequence 1 ; n+1; 1 appears in the center of = Rf( ).
If, instead, = S j (Rf( )) for some j 6 0; N (mod 2N), then Corollary 3.2 implies that Rf( ) is a su cient Gray coding of a tree. When Rf( ) is su cient, taking cyclic shifts does not a ect the occurrence of subsequences of the form v; u; v. If such a sequence does not overlap the center of Rf( ), then the re ection ensures that there are at least two copies of it. The only such sequence overlapping the center is N?1 ; N ; N+1 = N?1 ; n+1; N?1 ; however, Rf( ) su cient implies that 1 = N?1 , so that this subsequence also occurs as 2N?1 ; N ; 1 = 1 ; n + 1; 1 .
: (1) Example. By Proposition 3.1, and as shown in Figure 3 , P 5 = Rf(P 4 ) is a su cient supercomposite Gray coding of P 5 . By applying Corollary 3.4 repeatedly, we can construct a su cient supercomposite Gray code of any tree obtained by attaching leaves to interior vertices of P 5 . See Figure 4 . Because increasing the diameter of a tree grown leaf-by-leaf requires attaching leaves to leaves, Corollary 3.4 implies that we can only increase the diameter of Figure 5 . Constructing supercomposite P 5 -and P 6 -codes, yet failing to nd a supercomposite P 7 code. Vertices whose addition yields insu cient codes are shown in white. Arrows point to vertices whose position is forced by Proposition 3.5.
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a supercompositely Gray codable tree by including insu cient codes during construction.
Proposition 3.5 is our major tool for showing that certain trees do not have supercomposite Gray codings. The gist is: if we attach a leaf to a leaf v while building a supercomposite Gray coding of a tree, we must next attach a leaf to some vertex at distance exactly two from v. Proposition 3.5. Let = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; N?1 ), n 3, be a su cient supercomposite Gray coding of a tree such that k?1 is a leaf.
Whenever Rf(S k ( )) occurs during the construction of a supercomposite Gray coding of a tree on at least n + 2 bits, attaching a leaf to k?1 , the construction must proceed to either Rf(Rf(S k ( ))) or Rf(S N (Rf(S k ( )))). Either way, a leaf is also attached to k+1 , a vertex at distance two from k?1 , and the resulting (n+2)-vertex code is su cient.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, it is impossible that k+1 = k?1 . By Corollary 3.2, the graph of S i (Rf(S k ( ))) contains one additional vertex and two additional edges whenever i 6 0; N (mod 2N); no such code, or its descendants, can be trees.
However, when j 0 (mod 2N), the fact that the rst and last vertices of Rf( ) are identical ensures that Rf(Rf( )) is su cient. Applying Proposition 3.1 twice gives the graph of this code. Similarly, the rst and last vertices of S N (Rf(S k ( ))) are identical, and the same argument applies.
3.2. Paths, long trees, and grids. Let's try to build supercomposite Gray codings of paths. See Figure 5 . Because every subtree of a path is a path, all intermediate codes in our constructions must induce paths. The standard re ected codes, R 2 and R 3 , induce P 2 and P 3 respectively. Although four di erent shifts of R 3 can be re ected to Gray codings of P 4 , all yield codes isomorphic to the insu cient code P 4 = Rf(S 1 (R 3 )). By Proposition 3.5 (applied to R 3 ), our next step must be to one of the su cient codes P 5 = Rf(P 4 ) or Rf(S 8 (P 4 )) (again, these codes are isomorphic).
Because P 5 is su cient, re ecting suitable shifts will allow us to attach a new leaf to one of the endpoints. (In fact, Rf(S k (P 5 )) attaches the leaf 6 to 5 when k is 1 or 17 and to 4 when k is 9 or 25.) None of the resulting codes is su cient, and Proposition 3.5 forces the next leaf to be attached to a vertex at distance 2 from 4 (or 5); in either case, the only such vertex is 1. Thus it is impossible to construct a supercomposite Gray coding of P 7 or any longer path.
As long as we accept the leaves forced upon us by Proposition 3.5, we can nd cyclic Gray codings of trees of diameter as large as we like. The following construction disproves the conjecture of Bultena and Ruskey 1] that all trees with cyclic Gray codings have diameter 2 or 4. Theorem 3.6. There exist su cient supercomposite T n -codes, where fT n : n 4g is a family of trees such that T n has 2n ? 3 vertices and diameter n.
Proof. We continue the process begun in our discussion of supercomposite Gray codings of paths. Let T 4 = P 5 and let T 5 be the 7-vertex tree obtained by re ecting a supercomposite Gray code of P 6 . We continue by alternating:
shifting and re ecting to add a leaf at the end of the longest path, and accepting the re ection forced by Proposition 3.5. This second re ection adds a leaf three steps back in the path and yields a su cient code. Figure 6 shows the construction of T 9 .
Bultena and Ruskey 1] ask whether cyclic P n P n -codes exist. In fact, our long trees can be used to construct cyclically Gray codable spanning trees of any two-dimensional grid graph, whether square or not.
Theorem 3.7. When the integers n and m satisfy min(n; m) > 1, there exists a su cient supercomposite P n P m -code. Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that m n.
First consider the case n = 2. Because C 4 = P 2 P 2 , P 4 (which is a cyclic C 4 -code) covers m = 2. When m 3, adding a single leaf to an interior vertex of T m+1 yields a comb tree, which spans P 2 P m . See Figure 7 . Corollary 3.4 ensures that the cyclic supercomposite Gray coding of T m+1 constructed during the proof of Theorem 3.6 can be shifted and re ected so as to add the desired leaf to the induced graph and maintain su ciency.
When n = 3 and m 3, we construct a spanning tree of P 3 P m by attaching m leaves to interior vertices of a comb tree. See Figure 8 . As before, Corollary 3.4 ensures that the resulting tree has a su cient supercomposite Gray coding.
Finally, when n 4 and m 4, we use a comb tree as the foundation of a spanning tree of P n P m . See Figure 9 . First, zig-zag the comb through the grid, as shown. Include m?4 optional columns. If n 2 (mod 3), leave out one optional row; if n 1 (mod 3), leave out both. Next, add leaves to interior vertices to ll out the grid. As above, Corollary 3.4 ensures that the resulting spanning tree of P n P m has a su cient supercomposite Gray coding.
3.3. Trees without supercomposite Gray codings. We now exploit Proposition 3.5 and nd classes of trees without supercomposite Gray codings. In particular, no tree with fewer than (about) one tenth of its vertices of degree 1 can have a supercomposite Gray coding. It is interesting that exactly those paths conjectured to have no Gray codings at all (those with 7 or more vertices 11, 1]) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9. Figure 7 . Attaching the white vertex to T 9 yields a comb tree. The comb tree spans P 2 P 8 and has a su cient supercomposite Gray coding. Figure 8 . Adding the 8 white vertices to a comb tree yields a spanning tree of P 3 P 8 with a cyclic supercomposite Gray coding. Proof. Assume we have constructed a supercomposite Gray coding of a tree T with a vertex v satisfying the above hypothesis. We obtain a contradiction by arguing that the vertices at distance 3 from v imply more branching near v than is allowed by the hypotheses. The vertex v must itself have degree at least 2. At most one neighbor of v |and therefore at most one branch o v | can precede v in the construction. Let b be the rst vertex at distance 2 from v appearing after v and let a be the common neighbor of b and v.
When b is added, a is a leaf. We cannot be done when b is added; there would be a branch o v of length only 2. Figure 10 . In order for v to be distance at least 3 from all leaves in T, we must add vertices to the branches o both a and a 0 . We conclude that at least 2 vertices at distance 3 from v appear after v.
We now start over, keeping in mind our recent conclusion. Let d be the rst vertex at distance 3 from v appearing after v and let c be its neighbor. We cannot have already nished the construction, because at least one more vertex at distance 3 from v must be added. Since c and v's common neighbor has degree 2, v is the only vertex at distance 2 from c. By Proposition 3.5, the only way to add d is to immediately follow it by adding a leaf e attached to v itself. See Figure 10 . Either way, we have a new branch o v complete.
In fact, every time we add an initial leaf to a vertex at distance 2 from v, the assumption that all neighbors of v have degree 2 forces us to start a new branch o of v at the next step. We can never catch up and complete all the branches. Thus, it is impossible to to construct a supercomposite Gray coding of such a tree. Corollary 3.9. If a tree T on n vertices has (n + 13)=10 or fewer leaves, then T does not have a supercomposite Gray coding.
Proof. First we argue that when T has k leaves, T is topologically equivalent to a tree on at most 2k ? 2 vertices. When T is a path, it is topologically equivalent to a two-vertex tree. Otherwise, let a be the average of the degrees of all vertices of T of degree at least 3 and let m be the number of vertices in a minimal tree which is topologically equivalent to T. Writing the sum of the degrees of the minimal tree two ways yields 2(m ? 1) = k + a(m ? k); or m = k + (k ? 2)=(a ? 2). Because a 3, m is maximized when a = 3. Thus m 2k ? 2. Now assume the tree T on n vertices has k (n + 13)=10 leaves. Then it is topologically equivalent to a tree T 0 with at most (n + 3)=5 vertices. Thus, T has at least (4n ? 3)=5 vertices of degree exactly 2. In constructing T from T 0 , these vertices of degree 2 must be inserted into the at most (n ? 2)=5 edges of T 0 . By the pigeonhole principle, at least 5 vertices of degree 2 must be inserted into some edge of T 0 . One of these vertices then satis es the condition of Theorem 3.8, so T has no supercomposite Gray coding. Figure 13 . Classi cation of the 338 Gray codes on 6 bits whose induced digraphs contain no bidirectional edges. The last column gives the number of di erent graphs induced, up to isomorphism. produce these results are available from the authors, in order to permit others to verify and extend the results.)
Combining one of these 6-bit codes with a variation on re ection yields larger codes that do not induce bidirectional edges. Given the transition sequence = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; N?1 ) of an n-bit Gray code, de ne the repetition of by Rep( ) = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; N?1 ; n + 1; 1 ; 2 ; : : :; N?1 ): Gilbert's criterion (Proposition 1.1) implies that Rep( ) is the transition sequence of a cyclic Gray code. (Gilbert 4] observed that the concatenation of the transition sequences of any two n-bit Gray codes, separated by a single occurrence of n + 1, generates an (n+1)-bit Gray code. Re ection and repetition are both special cases of this construction.) Theorem 4.1. For every n 6, there exists a cyclic n-bit Gray code which induces a graph containing 2n ? 2 directed edges and no bidirectional edges.
Proof. The Gray code of Figure 12 su ces for n = 6. If is the transition sequence of an n-bit Gray code with the desired property, then Rep( ) is a n+1-bit code with the desired property. This Gray code rst visits all the codewords with bit n + 1 set with one polarity, then switches bit n + 1 and visits all the codewords with bit n+1 set to the other polarity. The only directed edges added are ( N?1 ; n+1) and (n + 1; 1 ), each of which is traversed twice. We know that 1 6 = N?1 because the original n-bit code contained both the edges ( N?1 ; N ) and ( N ; 1 ) but contained no bidirectional edges; therefore, the constructed n + 1-bit Gray code also contains no bidirectional edges. Figure 16 . Graphs on 8 vertices for which no Gray codings are known to exist.
5. Conclusion Bultena and Ruskey 1] catalogue the Gray codability of graphs on 6 or fewer vertices. We have classi ed graphs on 7 vertices. All 7-vertex connected graphs not shown in Figures 14 and 15 have cyclic Gray codings. (Indeed, all but one of the 7-vertex trees not shown in these two gures have su cient supercomposite Gray codings; the remaining tree, which has diameter 4, can be cyclically Gray coded using Bultena and Ruskey's construction 1]). The graphs in Figure 14 have no Gray codings at all, while those in Figure 15 have no cyclic Gray codings.
The situation for 8 vertices is less clear, as exhaustive searches are not yet feasible. The only 8-vertex graphs known to have no Gray codings at all are the diameter 3 trees with no vertex of degree 2 produced by Theorem 2.1. Figure 16 shows some 8-vertex graphs which are not yet known to have Gray codings | nor, of course, are any of their spanning subgraphs, including P 8 .
The di culty of nding Gray codings of paths has been noted by earlier authors 10, 11, 1]. Cycles have one more edge, but are still di cult to code. Bultena and Ruskey 1] ask whether any C n , n > 5, has a cyclic coding. Exhaustive search reveals that C 6 has 54 di erent Gray codings (up to isomorphisms of both code and graph), none of which are cyclic C 6 -codes, while C 7 has only 30 |again, none are cyclic C 7 -codes. Question. Does there exist an n 0 such that C n has no Gray coding for n > n 0 ?
Although supercomposite codes induce many trees, they also skip many trees. Even though every tree on 7 or fewer vertices with a Gray coding has a supercomposite Gray coding, this seems unlikely to be true for higher numbers of bits. Question. Find a tree T such that a T-code exists, but no supercomposite T-code does.
Because a bidirectional edge is a directed cycle of length 2, the Gray codes with no bidirectional edges constructed in Theorem 4.1 can also be described as inducing directed graphs of directed girth greater than 2. All induced digraphs of such codes on 6 bits contain directed cycles of length 3. Question. How large can the digirth of the induced digraph of a Gray code be?
Attention has so far focused on sparse graphs | the fewer edges, the more restrictions on coding. Furthermore, many inductive constructions of Gray codes omit edges. It seems likely, however, that typical Gray codes induce many edges. Vickers and Silverman 14] give a balanced cyclic code on 8 bits which induces a complete graph (and whose induced digraph contains every directed edge); this is the largest such example of which we are aware. Question. Construct Gray codes on n bits which induce K n | or, even better, whose induced digraphs contain every possible directed edge.
